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Message from President of RTC

As the president of Royal Turf Club let me firstly wish you to stay with clam mind  and good health  during this 
difficult time period. 

It gives me immense pleasure in unveiling second  race day on 04th April in our horse racing calender for 2022. 

This April holiday season  we are delighted to announce with three  important race days in our race calendar for 
2022. 04th April 2022,  "RTC Magic Million Cup," 15th April 2022, "RTC Governor's Cup" &  23rd April  2022 as "RTC  
Race Day."

I as the president and my  executive committee take this opportunity to thank our Chief Guest, VIP Guests, 
Ministry of Sports & SLADA,  special invitees,our valuable sponsors, horse owners, trainers, Jockeys and horse 
racing enthusiasts who supported  and encouraged RTC during this difficult time period.  

We will ensure that RTC Magic Million Cup race day will be empowered  with best of new horses which are highly 
competitive and  with free and fair racing at the highest level.  

Wishing you all a happy & Prosperous Sinhala and Tamil New year.!

 

Panduka Keerthinanda 
President,
Royal Turf Club Nuwara’Eliya



-

Message from Cyrus J. Madan

The Royal Turf Club Nuwara Eliya has led by example and It is thanks to their pioneering effort that Horse 
Racing in Sri Lanka has come back to life. 

The Pandemic has taken it’s toll, but the commitment of the Royal Turf Club has stood fast and on 
Monday, 4th of April 2022 the picturesque racecourse at Nuwara Eliya will once again come alive. 
It gives me great satisfaction and a sense of pride to be a part of this revival of Horse Racing in Sri Lanka. 

Cyrus J. Madan



Message from R. Manjunath

Horse Racing community is famously described as living in their own little bubble and it has in many ways a 
world of its own language – arcane technical terms and ancient slangs which few people beyond racing 
understand, yet racing people are  human people, they do live in the real world. With the racecourse in full 
bloom, the second day of the Racing carnival 2022 offers a relaxed day of racing where racegoers can 
wander across the racecourse’s luscious lawns under the glorious English like sunshine. 

Each of the races at Royal Turf Club is a chance to be a part of history which creates memories for life from 
panoramic views with unrivaled  experience to intimate settings with close friends. Although there isn’t  an 
official dress code for the ”Magic Million Race Day”, smart is preferable and often best adopted. 
While the men are interested in the latest magic millions cup betting tips, women are all about looking 
fabulous and this event holds great value among  ladies because they get a chance to flaunt their fashion 
sense and style. 

Brand “Magic Million Cup” is a big day for Srilankan racing fans who travel from different parts of the Island 
to add more glamour to this event. Awareness is at the heart of community racing’s appeal and the races 
command TV coverage, added to this is the international audiences where races are broadcasted abroad.

 
Sponsorship and partnership at Royal Turf Club are not just about race naming right but the brands will be 
showcased in a multitude of ways from carefully positioned TV camera to high impact activation. At the 
heart of Royal Turf Club, sports and culture is about building relationship between two business, utilizing a 
wealth of experience and ensuring the brands is at the forefront of people heart and mind.

Magic Million Cup boasts of some of the best horses and jockeys from abroad participating in the races and 
one can expect a very good  race with top class finish at the winning post
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01
RACE

Class V Horses rated 00 to 25 (Handicap) distance about 1070 metres
Winner the trophy plus SLR 25,000 | 2nd SLR 15,000 | 3rd SLR 10,000

THE BLACKPOOL HOTEL TROPHY 

1. (2) GO GREEN b.m.13                                                                                                                       (22) 61Kgs

Owner: Mr. W.A.M. Ramcies Peter Fernando
Trainer: L.M. Prasanna Niroshan
Jockey: S. Vijayanthan

2. (4)

3. (3) WAITING FOR GLORY b.m.11                                                                                           (9)54.5Kgs

Owner: Mr. Hasanga Jayaratne
Trainer: Sridher Selvaratnam
Jockey:  *V. Yojaraj

COSMOPOLITAN dk.b.m.10 (0)50Kgs

Owner: Mr. Anuka Soza
Trainer: Jayantha Wijesinghe
Jockey: K. Sanjeevan 

4. (1)

KRABI b.m.10                                                                                                                      (14) 57Kgs

Owner: Ms. Deepthika Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: K. Aneel

11.00 am

(* No whip)





TORPEDO ch.h11                                                                                                                            (26) 56Kgs

Owner: A.G. Padma Kumara Ranasinghe, A.G. Priyantha Kumara Ranasinghe
Trainer: S.V. Mathialagan
Jockey: P.S. Kaviraj

02
RACE

Class IV horses rated 26 to 51 distance about 1070 metres (Whips not allowed)
Winner the trophy plus SLR 30,000 | 2nd SLR 18,000 | 3rd SLR 12,000

The Alpine Hotel Trophy 

1. (1)

2. (3)

3. (2)

GODSWORD dr.b.m.7 (36) 61Kgs

Owner: Ms. Suranji Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: C. Umesh

COSMIC  FEELING  b.m.6                                                                                                        (33)59.5Kgs

Owner: Ms. Deepthika Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: K. Aneel

11.30 am

(Weight raised by 6Kgs)



03
RACE

Term race with penalties (for horses rated above 78) distance about 1600 metres
Winner the trophy plus SLR 88,500 | 2nd SLR 53,100 | 3rd SLR 35,400

RTC Magic Million Cup

1. (2)
 

J

MEHERAN db.g.11
                                                                                                                   

(78) 57.5Kgs

Owner: Mr. Hasanga Jayaratne
Trainer: Sridher Selvaratnam
ockey: K. Vivek

2. (6) 

ROYAL CRYSTAL b.h.6
                                                                                                         

(81) 57.5Kgs

Owner: Ms. Suranji Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: L. Dayalan

3. (1) 

MAURITANIA dk.b.h.8 (100) 57.5Kgs

Owner: Ms. Deepthika Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: K. Aneel

4. (5) 

ANOTHER ACE b.m.10                                                                                                                (87)58Kgs

Owner: Mr. Hasanga Jayaratne
Trainer: Sridher Selvaratnam
Jockey: A. Imran Khan

12.00 pm

SNOWDOWN  b.h.7                                                                                                                            (98) 57.5Kgs

Owner: Edwards Stables
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: P. Dinesh

5. (7) 

6. (3) ALCAZABA ch.m.12                                                                                                                        (98)56Kgs

Owner: Ms. Deepthika Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: C. Umesh



SPIRITED TOUCH
 

 ch.m.10 (88)56Kgs

Owner: MGMR Credit & Investment (Pvt) Ltd
Trainer: S.V. Mathialagan
Jockey: P.S. Kaviraj

7. (4) 

Alcazaba lived up to her potential to outclass Spirited Touch and Western Wind to win the RTC Magic Million Cup, for horses 
of Class 1 & 2 of 1600meters. Owned by the Edwards Stable and ridden by jockey J. Chinoy, Alcazaba proved that she's the 
Queen of Nuwara Eliya and beat two of the top contenders in the Class 1 & 2, who had beaten the chestnut mare, in 
convincing fashion. Spirited Touch is a former Governor's Cup winner and Western Wind claimed that Governor's Cup nine 
days ago in a race that had the similar excitement.
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STAR SCHOLAR ch.g.9                                                                                                           (43) 59.5Kgs

Owner: Mr.Gamini Jayaratne and Mrs. Chamri Jayaratne
Trainer: Sridher Selvaratnam
Jockey: K. Vivek

1. (1) ADMIRAL NELSON ch.h.8                                                                                                       (46) 61Kgs

Owner: Mr. Hasanga Jayaratne and Mrs. Paba Jayaratne
Trainer: Sridher Selvaratnam
Jockey: A. Imran Khan

3. (5)

4. (4) TUSCANO db.g.11                                                                                                                              (35)55.5Kgs

Owner: MGMR Credit & Investments (Pvt) Ltd
Trainer: S.D. Mahesh
Jockey: K. Sanjeevan

2. (3) CRACK OF DAWN b.m.6                                                                                                             (46)61Kgs

Owner: Ms. Suranji Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: C. Umesh

04
RACE

Class IV horses rated 26 to 51 distance about 1400 metres
Winner the trophy plus SLR 30,000 | 2nd SLR 18,000 | 3rd SLR 16,000

The Chariot Cup
12.30 pm



LEGENDARY  PRINCESS  dr.b.m.6

(Weight raised by 1Kg)

                                                                                            (30)53Kgs

Owner: Edwards Stables
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: L. Dayalan

STORMONT b.g.10

                                                                                                                      

(33)54.5Kgs

Owner: Ms. Deepthika Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: K. Aneel

5. (2) 

6. (6) 



Sri Lanka Anti Doping Agency

 Advice & Encourage 
all horse racing communities to 

Play the Sport Free & Fair
          

"PLAY TRUE "

Y%s ,xld W;af;cl u¾Ok ksfhdacHdh;kh 
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SANTOS ch.h.11                                                                                                                            (80) 61Kgs

Owner: Ms. Deepthika Jayakody
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: K. Aneel

MYSTIC FLAME  b.g.7 (58) 50Kgs

Owner: Edwards Stables
Trainer: Raju Virupakshaiah
Jockey: C. Umesh

WESTERN WIND b.h10                                                                                                          (76)59Kgs

Owner: Mr.Gamini Jayaratne and Mrs. Chamari Jayaratne
Trainer: Sridher Selvaratnam
Jockey: A. Imran Khan 

05
RACE

Horses rated 58 to 83 distance about 1400 metres
Winner the trophy plus SLR 40,000 | 2nd SLR 24,000 | 3rd SLR 16,000

The Asriel Cup

1. (4)

PEARL NECKLACE db.m.8
                                                                                                     

(73) 57.5Kgs

Owner: Ms. Nishara Jayaratne
Trainer: Sridher Selvaratnam
Jockey: K.Vivek

2. (5) 

3. (3)

4. (1)

5. (2)

VIGOROUS
 
b.m.12 

                                                                                                                      
(61)51.5Kgs

Owner: Mr. D. Ajantha de Soyza
Trainer: Jayantha Wijesinghe
Jockey: T. Pavithran

1.00 pm



5. THE WIJEYA NEWSPAPERS CUP
Class 3 / Horses rated 52 to 77(about) 1400M 01:30 PM

Jockey Vivek, the rider of PEARL NECKLACE reported that his 
mount jumped out along with the field but it lacked the initial pace 
in spite of his best efforts and approaching 200metres, it refused to 
gallop and he had to dismount, in view of its behavior trainer 
Sridher Selvarantnam was informed not to accept with his charge 
until its behavior improved to the satisfaction of the stipendiary 
steward.
Jockey T. Pavithran, the rider of VIGOROUS was cautioned for the 
failing to use hands and heels in the final stages of the race, he was 
further informed that he must be fit enough to ride out in the race 
till  the finishing post.
Jockey V. Yogaraj, the rider of CARLTON was observed to have used 
his whip in excess of the permitted limits. After due enquiry he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of excessive use of the whip on his 
mount during the race hence his whip has been withdrawn with 
immediate effect till the conclusion of the current meeting. He was 
further informed that after scrutinizing his records it was evident 
that even in previous meeting i.e., 24.3.2021 he was fined and also 
severely reprimanded for the violation of the whip rules and that if 
he persists with this undesirable practice of excessive use of whip 
he shall not be granted a jockey’s licence in future. The stipendiary 
stewards took into consideration when arriving at the penalty was 
the totality of Yograj’s whip use and his poor conduct.

1.THE AMBASSADORS CUP
Class 5 / Horses rated 00 to 25 (about) 1070M 11:30 AM

Jockey S. Vijayanathan the rider of GO GREEN was reprimanded for 
checking his mount soon after jumping out of the starting gates for 
no apparent reason.
Jockey L. Ravi Kumar the rider of TORPEDO was reprimanded for 
checking his mount soon after jumping out of the starting gates for 
no apparent reason and he was fined SLR 2,000/- for the excessive 
use of the whip during the race, he was further informed that he 
must desist from the undesirable practice of whipping his mount in 
violations of the norms laid down.

2. THE BLACKPOOL HOTEL CUP
Class 4 / Horses rated 26 to 51 (about) 1070M 12:00 PM

GLITTERING (L Dayalan) planted in the starting gates thereby loosing 
sufficient grounds at the start, In view of its habitual behavior trainer 
Raju Virupakshaiah was informed not to accept with his charge until 
its behavior improved to the satisfaction of the stipendiary steward.
Jockey Nazerul Alam the rider of GODSWORD was cautioned for 
suddenly permitting his mount to shift out approaching the 800mts 
and gallop on the wide outside of the track.

3. DR. RASHID R BYRAMJI MEMORIAL TROPHY
Terms race / for horses rated above 75 (about) 1600M 12:30 PM

WESTERN WIND (Dinesh Raj) was permitted to be withdrawn on 
veterinary grounds, trainer Sridher Selvarathnam was informed that 
he must not accept his charge till such time it is passed fit by the 
veterinary officer.
ALCAZABA (P. Dinesh) was permitted to be withdrawn on veterinary 
grounds, trainer Raju Virupakshaiah was informed that he must not 
accept his charge till such time it is passed fit by the veterinary 
officer.
Jockey K Sanjeevan, the rider of SPRITED TOUCH reported that his 
mount jumped awkwardly from the starting gates thereby 
imbalancing its rider. He was reprimanded for permitting his mount 
to shift very wide while negotiating the bend and travel on the 
outside of the race track.

4. ALPINE HOTEL CUP
Class 4 / Horses rated 26 to 51 (about) 1400M 1:00 PM

Jockey Vivek, the rider of ADMIRAL NELSON reported that his mount 
has a soft mouth, hence it put its head up while jumping out of the 
starting gates and was not galloping fluently during the race, the 
club’s veterinary officer was informed to check ADMIRAL NELSON 
and report of any ailments.
Jockey P Dinesh, the rider of CRACK OF DAWN was cautioned for 
permitting his mount to shift out while negotiating the bend and 
travel further wide for no apparent reason.
Jockey K Aneel, the rider of STARMONT reported that his mount 
shifted out from the 400 metres in spite of his best efforts to keep it 
on an even course, trainer Raju Virupakshiaiah was informed to take 
necessary correctivemeasure before accepting with it again in race.

Sd/-Sd/-

R. Manjunath                                                                                        
Cyrus Madan
Senior Stipendiary Steward                                                     
Chairman Stipendiary Steward

ROYAL TURF CLUB
NUWARA ELIYA

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT FOR THE FIRST DAY,
SATURDAY, 19TH MARCH, 2022

Stipes Report:

SPRITED TOUCH (K Aneel) suddenly shifted out while rounding the 
final bend and travelled on the outer portion of the race track.

CAPTAIN HADDOCK (Kiran Naidu)  suddenly dropped back 
approaching the 350 meters and ran detached from the field.

Urine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner chestnut 
mare ALCAZABA in presence of trainer Mr S D Mahesh.

Additional Report regarding results of the urine sample:

ALCAZABA which was sampled for analysis tested negative after its 
run in Magic Million Race 2021.



ROYAL TURF CLUB 
Nuwara Eliya

NOTICE

Following a meeting with the trainers on 30.3.2022 regarding implementation of MEDICATION 
RULES read under and as “MEDICATION & TREATMENT OF HORSES IN TRAINING AND RACING AND 
ANTI-DOPING CONTROL”, the rules and standard operative procedures were discussed in detail.  The 

trainers were further informed to forward a copy of the rules to their owners.

Any queries/clarifications they intend to seek they are most welcome to visit the office of the Senior 
Stipendiary Steward with prior appointment.

The rules will come into effect 25.3.2022.





RTC Governor’s Cup

RTC Race Day
Friday, 15th April

Friday, 23rd April

10AM ONWARDS

RACECOURSE 
NUWARA ELIYA

LIVE RACE

HORSE RACING AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL
INQUIRIES 0770309090 | www.royalturfclub.com


